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“T

here are few sounds as evocative and exhilarating as a lion
roaring his challenge into the African night; triggering in us all a
primordial reaction of fear and awe. Lions are essential players in
Africa’s wild spaces, ruthlessly executing the role of apex
predator and so helping maintain biodiversity and ecosystems,

which change fundamentally when lions are removed from them.
“Unfortunately, lions compete with livestock farmers for access to land and resources,
and suffer the fatal consequences. They also have to make do with reducing suitable
habitat and with less available natural prey, as man increases his footprint. And, to top it
all off, trophy hunters surgically remove the remaining large male lions from vast
unfenced areas and as they migrate (or are lured) out of conservation areas.
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ilk of tourist on lion walks, before being shot in small enclosures by a new kind of
trophy hunter – the kind that seeks instant peer status at a discounted price. The lions
not hunted are mostly slaughtered and the bones sold into the insatiable Far East
market, often in the guise of tiger bones. This evil industry is justified by industry
spokespersons as ‘sustainable utilisation’.

Lionesses in the rain at
Kampersboom
waterhole in the
Kgalagadi Transfrontier
Park, South Africa ©
Willem Kruger

“To add to the confusing din surrounding lions is the clarion call of increasing numbers
of self-appointed lion ‘protectors’, many of whom post pictures online of them hugging
their ‘special lion friends’. And luxury brands flock to these Instagram icons, paying big
cash for the association, and so the big cat bandwagon rolls inexorably onwards. ‘Do as
I say and not as I do’, seems to be the message, as these ego-driven opportunists spit
venom at the many other predator-petting facilities that have mushroomed all over
South Africa.
“There is fame and a decent living to be made by hugging big cats, it seems. All of these
opportunists (from petting parks to celebrity lion-huggers) claim to be doing so for lion
conservation purposes, and yet most contribute very little, if anything, to wild lion
conservation. In fact, quite the opposite. Aside from creating confusion for tourists,
these activities suck up donations and gate revenue that would otherwise go to genuine
conservation projects.
“It is in this confusing and toxic space that lions battle for recognition and
protection. With African lion populations having plummeted by 60% in 20 years, and
only some fenced populations holding their own, it is important to understand the
available facts about lions, to better navigate the confusing online chatter.”
~ Simon Espley, CEO of Africa Geographic

A lion gazes towards
his pride early one
morning in the
Kgalagadi Transfrontier
Park, South Africa ©
Marc de Chalain

The following information was extracted from the IUCN Red List, the US government’s Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFW), and Africa Geographic, with additional information provided by
lion researcher Ljubica Butkovic

BRIEF INTRODUCTION
The lion can be found in a variety of habitats, from the quintessential grassy savannahs
of Serengeti to the deciduous woodland of Hwange and the harsh sand desert of western
Namibia. They have even been found occurring at altitudes exceeding 4,000 m in the
Bale Mountains of Ethiopia and on Mount Kilimanjaro. In fact, the only habitat types
they do not frequent are tropical rainforest and the interior of the Sahara Desert.
Lions will drink regularly when water is available, but in water-scarce areas they obtain
their moisture from their prey and even from plants (such as the tsama melon in the
Kalahari Desert). Their prey is usually made up of medium to large species such as
zebra, wildebeest, buffalo, giraffe and even rhino, hippopotamus and young elephants.
They are opportunistic and will also take smaller prey such as impala, rodents and other
predators. Lions frequently scavenge, displacing hyenas, wild dogs, leopards and
cheetahs from their kills.
Lions breed freely when given the chance, although cubs (especially males) have an
extremely high mortality rate – dying due to predation by other predators (including
rival male lions), starvation, dehydration and disease. Even buffaloes will kill lions and
their cubs, if given the chance. Read more about lion infanticide here

Clockwise from top left: 1) Portrait of a lion in Thornybush Private Game Reserve, South
Africa © Dave Southwood; 2) Lions mate in Kruger National Park, South Africa © Daniela
Deutzer; 3) A lioness carries her white lion cub in Ngala Private Game Reserve, South
Africa © Daryl Dell; 4) A close up of a lion’s paw © Ryno Vosloo; 5) A very young lion cub
calls for its mother in South Luangwa National Park, Zambia © Leslie Polizoti
SOCIAL STRUCTURES AND TERRITORIES
Lions are the most social of the cats, occurring in average prides of up to six adults plus
cubs of various ages. Related females form the pride nucleus, with related and unrelated
males forming coalitions to compete for and hold tenure over prides.
Lion densities vary from 1.5 adults/100 km² in arid regions of southern Africa, to 55/100
km² in parts of the Serengeti. Pride ranges can vary widely, even in the same region, for
example from 266-4,532 km² in the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park.

A game drive vehicle is
surrounded by a lion pride in

TAXONOMY

the Serengeti National Park,
Tanzania © Johan Stenkula

Recent published phylogeographical studies (Barnett et al. 2014) splits lions (Panthera
leo) into two subspecies:
Panthera leo leo of Asia and West, Central and North Africa
Panthera leo melanochaita of South and East Africa
The African Lion Working Group is preparing a taxonomic paper which will add to
our understanding of the above classification.
Read 15 Lion Facts You Need To Know

MAJOR THREATS
The major threats to wild lion populations are indiscriminate killings during humanwildlife conflict (particularly in livestock areas), prey base depletion (due to the
commercial bushmeat industry), and loss of suitable habitat (which leads to isolated
small populations). In addition, trophy hunting has at times contributed to population
declines in Botswana, Namibia, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Cameroon and Zambia, due to

unsustainable offtakes and poor regulation.
Another threat is the use of lion bones and body parts for traditional medicine in Africa.
In addition, although the increasing trade in lion bones to Asia from South Africa is
primarily supplied by captive-bred lions, there is substantial concern that wild lion parts
from eastern and Southern Africa are now being laundered via these channels.

Clockwise from top left: 1) Hit and run. This lion was hit by a large truck on a tar road in
Botswana © Shawn Meaker; 2) Lions swim across a river in Duba Plains, Botswana
© Stephan Paschedag; 3) A lion charges in Botswana © Shawn Meaker; 4) A desert-adapted
lion in Namibia © Ingrid Mandt

CONSERVATION STATUS AND POPULATIONS
Lions are listed as ‘Vulnerable’ on the IUCN Red List (meaning that they are
vulnerable to extinction in the near future), but of great concern is that the vast
majority of the population is inferred to have declined at a rate that meets the criteria
for ‘Endangered’ (high risk of extinction in the wild).
1. Historical lion ranges included most African countries and from Greece through
eastern Europe, the Middle East and India.
2. The lion has since been extirpated from all of Europe, the Middle East and north
Africa and now occurs only in the Gir Forests of India and in some countries of subSaharan Africa.
3. In Africa lions now occur in 8% of their historical range, and are restricted mainly
to protected areas and surrounding conservancies.

A lioness and her cubs
drinking in Zimanga
Private Game Reserve,
South Africa © Leon
Fouche

4. Lions are difficult to count – due to low densities, large ranges, cryptic coloration,
nocturnal and wary habits. The earliest estimates of lion abundance in Africa were
educated guesses made during the latter half of the 20th century, as follows:
i) Myers (1975) wrote: “Since 1950, their numbers may well have been cut in half, perhaps to as
low as 200,000 in all or even less.”
ii) Ferreras and Cousins predicted lion abundance in Africa in 1980 to be 75,800
iii) Riggio et al. (2013)—estimated lion population sizes ranging from 23,000 to 40,000
iv) Bauer et al. (2015) estimate the lion population in Africa to be between 18,841 and
31,394 (although many believe that 20,000 is closer to the mark)

5. Sample populations were measured between 1993 and 2014, with results that varied
greatly, but broadly suggest that unfenced populations declined rapidly and fenced
populations did not.
6. Lion populations in all but five countries are estimated to have dropped by 60%
between 1994 and 2014, while populations in five countries (India, Botswana, South
Africa, Namibia and Zimbabwe) are estimated to have increased by an average of 12%
over that period. These numbers are rough estimates. Subpopulations appear to be
stable where management is properly funded; fencing is one of several effective
conservation management techniques, although lion populations in fenced areas stop
growing once capacity is reached. The largest population reductions have occurred in
countries with higher human population densities.
7. The largest lion population in Africa is found in Botswana’s Okavango Delta, which
experienced a reduction over that period, and it is estimated that even this area will lose
a further one third of its population over the next 20 years.
8. In East Africa, the lion population of the Serengeti is the only one not to have
decreased over that period.

“The Lion King” in
Ndutu, Tanzania ©
Marina Turetsky

LOCAL COMMUNITIES – LION CONSERVATION KINGPINS
Lion researcher Ljubica Butkovic had this to
say, when asked what more needs to be done:
“The future of wild lions lies in the hands of
local communities that live amongst the
wildlife.

“Lion numbers continue to decline, despite
millions of dollars being pumped into ongoing
research projects. This research is vital, but
what is needed more at the moment is
educating local communities on the
importance of the wildlife and how to cope
with their presence with the aim to increase
human tolerance towards lions. This would
result in the overall enhancement of
livelihoods. The fate of these animals rests in
the hands of people who live around national parks, reserves and conservancies. Many
studies have been conducted through interviews that focus on human interactions with
wildlife, and these studies need to be used to find practical and effective solutions for
human-lion conflict, particularly with regard to livestock protection.
“A wide range of NGOs primarily focus on raising awareness and educating younger
generations. This technique educates and trains individuals in literacy and scientific
monitoring, who then engage communities in wildlife conservation and reinforce the
link between humans and carnivore presence. It is believed, however, that without the
proper education of older generations and improvement of livelihoods the attitudes of
the locals towards wildlife is unlikely to improve.
“Also, the employment of local people as park rangers, tour guides and lodge/hotel staff
makes a big difference to their attitudes towards lions, and these forms of employment
should be encouraged. Local schools in Kenya are proactive in arranging trips for
students to these parks, going a long way in educating young generations of the
importance of African wildlife.
“So many of these vital efforts are, however, not recognised or supported by donor cash,
because the results are difficult to measure and so are not always very visible.”

FINAL THOUGHTS
Lions are vital components to naturally-functioning African ecosystems and key drivers
of the sustainable photographic tourism industry. They are also iconic beacons to our
own sense of place as Africans. Their disappearance in the wild would be catastrophic,

and we all should get stuck in to help. There are enough wild lions left, and there exists
enough goodwill amongst Africa’s people and conservation entities, to reverse the
current slide into extinction and repopulate areas now denuded of wild lions.

A young lion covered in mud,
Serengeti National Park,
Tanzania © Panos Laskarakis

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP WITH WILD LION CONSERVATION
1. Support by way of donations scientifically-based, transparent, successful conservation
programs that focus on wild lions and support African people that have to suffer the
consequences of living amongst wild animals; Here are some suggestions, but please do
your own research before deciding:
• Panthera – https://www.panthera.org/
• Big Life Foundation – https://biglife.org/
• The Great Plains Foundation – https://greatplainsfoundation.com/
• African Lion Working Group – http://www.africanliongroup.org/
• DeLHRA (Desert Lions Human Relations Aid) – https://www.facebook.com/DelhraDesert-Lions-Human-Relations-Aid-1804307563163861/
• Lion Guardians – http://lionguardians.org/ – R e a d o u r S t o r y a b o u t t h e L i o n
Guardians here
• African Wildlife Foundation – https://www.awf.org/wildlife-conservation/lion

2. Actively discourage the cynical and morally-bankrupt lion petting and walking
industries by refusing to visit them or financially support them, and educating your
friends and family accordingly;
3. Place social media and other lobby pressure on government entities to be transparent
and accountable regarding all forms of ‘sustainable utilisation’ – including the trophy
hunting of lions (‘canned’ and wild).

A lion rests in a tree in
Lake Nakuru National
Park, Kenya © Kirti
Ranjan Nayak

TRAVEL WITH AFRICA GEOGRAPHIC
Travel in Africa is about knowing when and where to go, and with whom. A few weeks
too early / late and a few kilometres off course and you could miss the greatest show on
Earth. And wouldn’t that be a pity? Search for your ideal safari here, or contact a n
Africa Geographic safari consultant to plan your dream vacation.

FLY WITH AIRLINK
The Africa Geographic team flies with Airlink, who offer multi-destination flight
options across southern Africa and a convenient Lodge Link program, direct to popular
lodges in the greater Kruger National Park and beyond.
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O

ur Photographer of the Year 2019 competition, brought to you by
Airlink, with a stunning prize provided by Klaserie Drift Safari
Camps, is now open for submissions!
The competition runs from December 2018 through to the end of

April 2019, and there is a great prize up for grabs! The overall winner, first runner-up,
and second runner-up (along with their partners), will experience the ultimate private
safari at Amani Safari Camp and the soon-to-be-launched Misava Safari Camp, located
in the heart of the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve, part of the Greater Kruger National
Park in South Africa.
Read about the safari enjoyed by the 2018 winners here.
Get your entries in now and join us in celebrating Africa! Click here for more details
about how to enter.

“Watching me,
watching you” –
Okavango Delta,
Botswana © Clare
Doolan

Portrait of a southern
yellow-billed hornbill,
Savuti, Botswana ©
Andrea Marzorati

A wide-eyed dik-dik

poses for the camera,
Samburu National
Reserve, Kenya © Yaron
Schmid

A cheetah walks in the
rain, Maasai Mara
National Reserve,
Kenya © Thorsten
Hanewald

A lioness and her cub,
Londolozi Private Game
Reserve, South Africa ©
Anthony Goldman

Early morning mist in
Deadvlei, NamibNaukluft Park, Namibia
© Charl Schoombee

“Thirsty” in Tsavo
National Park, Kenya ©
Tim Nicklin

“Lions on safari” –
Selous Game Reserve,
Tanzania © Peter Reitze

A playful elephant calf
in Serengeti National
Park, Tanzania © Elana
Erasmus

Namaqualand dwarf
adder – the smallest
adder species in the
world quietly shuffles
into the sand where it
waits in ambush for its
next meal,
Namaqualand, South
Africa © Tyrone Ping

Flamingoes in the mist,
Walvis Bay, Namibia ©
Johan Jooste

“Vibrant beauty” –
Omo Valley, Ethiopia ©
Cohan Zarnoch

Portrait of a Burchell’s
zebra in a dust storm in
Makgadikgadi Pans
National Park,
Botswana © Inger
Vandyke

A cheetah family on a
cold, windy morning in
Maasai Mara National
Reserve, Kenya © Dave
Richards

A dazzle of stripes in
Namibia © Kevin
Dooley

A leopard relaxes in the
late afternoon sun,
Serengeti National Park,
Tanzania © Elana
Erasmus

A lion cub still of
nursing age lies under
his mother after
sharing in meat from a
zebra kill, Serengeti
National Park,
Tanzania © Yarin Klein

A Maasai woman milks
a cow in the early
morning in Tanzania ©
Marion Staderoli

A close up of an
elephant’s foot, taken
from a submerged hide
in Botswana © Peter
Reitze

Flamingoes on Lake
Nakuru in Lake
Nakuru National Park,
Kenya © Martin Fromer

A relaxed chimpanzee
in Kibale Forest
National Park, Uganda
© Patrick Shah
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An elephant grazes in
the Chobe River in
Chobe National Park,
Botswana © Elana
Erasmus

“Eye of the dagga boy”
– Maasai Mara
National Reserve,
Kenya © Anja Gröbel

A large elephant bull
walks through a field of
yellow flowers in
Ngorongoro
Conservation Area,
Tanzania © Yarin Klein

Scarface – the
legendary lion –
relaxing in Maasai
Mara National Reserve,
Kenya © Dave Richards

Ethiopian mountain
man, Ethiopia © Kevin
Dooley

A lion cub yawning,
Serengeti National Park,
Tanzania © Yaron
Schmid

A female cheetah on
the prowl in Lewa
Wildlife Conservancy,
Kenya © Andy
Campbell

A black-backed jackal
catches a Burchell’s
sandgrouse in midair,
Kgalagadi Transfrontier
Park, South Africa ©
Margie Botha

A single dead tree in
the Namib Desert,
Namibia © Johan Jooste

A lion cub from the
Marsh Pride with an
elephant’s foot in
Savuti, Botswana ©
Inger Vandyke

A Knysna dwarf
chameleon, George
Botanical Gardens,
South Africa © Tyrone
Ping

A Nile crocodile spotted
in Lake Albert, Uganda
© Didier Toussaint

“Curious friend” – a
ground squirrel in
Namibia © Marion
Staderoli

A lioness focuses on a
zebra in Serengeti
National Park,
Tanzania © Yarin Klein

Waka Gadi and her
granddaughter Hiyla in
Dus, Omo Valley,
Ethiopia © Ben McRae

A lion cub plays with
an adult in Etosha
National Park, Namibia
© Owen Jason
Kandume

Sand ripples and
textures in the Namib
Desert, Namibia ©
Johan Jooste

A painted wolf in South
Africa © Kevin Dooley

A lion and elephant
share a waterhole in
Etosha National Park,
Namibia © Charl
Schoombee

“I bless the rains down
in Africa…” – Maasai
Mara National Reserve,
Kenya © Anja Gröbel

A tender moment
between a giraffe and
her calf in Naivasha,
Kenya © Yaron Schmid
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